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Long ago there was a great flood.
This land was all ~~~ except for one small island.
On this island lived old Sage Hen in a tule mat house.
One day a spark jumped out of Sage Hen’s fire and went into the sky and stayed there. The spark became a 🌟.
When ⭐ was going up into the sky he said,
"It is too bad the flood left my 🍗 without anything to eat.
They are going to starve!"
Then ★ said, "So my people won't starve, I shall give them the ★, antelope, elk and all other kinds of animals."
After the came, they sang songs for light.
The Indian Doctor of the looked into the and saw the reflection of in the sky.
The Indian Doctor told his 
that a bigger and brighter light was coming.
After awhile ⭐️ came out of the ♫.
It was made from ⭐️ ’s reflection.
One day ☀ got very hot while working,  
so he asked ✨ if he could go back to the ☁.  
✨ agreed, but he told ☀️ to come back every day.
With the light ⭐ left to shine on the water, came the ☾.
☽ and ⭐ watched while the ☿ rested.
Since was the only ,
he asked the Creator to make others
to dance by his side.
So while the slept, he created more from the sparks of their fires.
When the Creator returned, the Creator was finished. The next night the other sparks tried to get into the sky, but they could not jump high enough.
With the coming of ☀️, the land dried
and the 🌋 moved out upon the land.
All the animals began to roam about too.
When night came they stopped. 
It became too dark to see any further. 
And that is why the ☼ and the animals 
are where they are today.
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